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3.1  Digitisation set up

At the Northwest Sound Heritage HUB we use equipment set up by the British Library. This 

includes 2x refurbished Studer A809 Open-Reel audio tape players linked via XLR cables to the 

Titan Prism Sound audio interface. We then connect that output to a high spec PC running 

Windows 10 and Wavelab Pro. 

Preferred Specifications (minimum)
Windows 10 Professional, 64-bit

Intel or AMD quad core 3GHz CPU

32 (16) GB RAM

240 (160) GB SSD + 2TB additional drive

Dual 1920 x 1080 (1280 x 1024) displays

6 USB ports, including 4 USB3

DVD-ROM dual-layer drive

Fast network/Internet connection and network 
storage

Various setting optimisations, inc local admin rights, 
no sleep, etc

Quiet case with very low/no fan noise

3.1.1 Cleaning

At the start of each day do a thorough clean of ALL the heads and rollers starting left to right. 

Because of the way that dirt and oxide deposits build up, the Studer will tend to be dirtier on the 

first two rollers on the left of the heads photographed below and through the tape lift and 

playback head
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Using a lint-free industrial cotton bud head dipped in isopropyl alcohol (min 97% alcohol) 

carefully rub while rotating the rollers and then use either a clean bud or a clean lint free folded 

white cloth/ thick tissus to clean the playback head. 
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Playback head being cleaned with cotton bud 

Press down to clean the tap lift roller 

It’s essential to clean this same tape path before digitising each reel - paying particular attention 

that the heads are clean to pick up the best possible audio signal for digitisation. Please see 

overleaf for an example of how much dirt can build up after on pass... 
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3.1.2 Lacing up

1. Switch on Studer using the switch at the top:

2.  Loading the reel onto the Studer.

Option A: Domestic open reel tape recorders generally used small plastic reels with 

‘cine spindle’ hubs. If open reel tape is ‘head out’ place the spool on left side and then lift 

and twist the spindle to lock into place: 
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OR

Option B: If the reel is open in the centre use a NAB adapter. Similarly lift and lock into 

place like the picture overleaf: 
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[Open reel tape recorders for professional use generally use large metal reels (mostly 

10½-inches) with large centre holes, which eventually become standardised and known 

as NAB (National Association of Broadcasters) reels] 

If the reel is tail out use the right hand plate, again lock the reel into place by lifting and 

turning the spindle: 

Some methods to identify if a reel could be head or tail out: 

− Does the reel have writing on the front? Hold it that way round and does the tape 

drops to left of right?

− It could have different colour leader such as red on the tail and green on the 

head.

− Play it and is the sound backward?
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Lace the audio tape through the path onto the take up reel

− Position an empty reel of the same or larger size on to the other available spindle.

− If there is leader already on trim off any crinkled damaged end and lace the Studer 

through the path up as shown and wind the leader onto the takeup reel.
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3.1.3 Splicing

If there is no leader add about 3ft leader by cutting diagonally on the splicing bock (either the 

one on the Studer or the mobile one) using the corner of a sharp razor blade: 

Use a small amount of splicing tape to join the audio tape horizontally with the new leader and 

burnish any air bubbles with your thumb or nail. 

Image from: https://www.electrofunkroots.co.uk/credit_to_the_edit/how_to_edit.html
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3.1.4  Settings for Playback

Use shuttle and the accompanying left/right shuttle dial to move the position of the start of the 

audio tape (not leader) to the playback head. 

Press RESET and this will set the timecode back to 00:00:00 (HR:MIN:SEC) 

IMPORTANT: flip up the MAGNETIC SHIELD.

This is essential to protect the tape when it is vulnerable to demagnetisation. If you don’t 

engage the magnetic shield there will also be a noticeable low level frequency 

interference on the signal digitised. 

With the magnetic shield engaged we are now ready for playback! 

PLAY from this point and the audio will play (the REC button has been disabled on our 

machines – this is something you should consider doing) 
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Z-LOC is useful to wind back to the timecode that you set.  This disengages the play back roller 

and it is also not essential that you have the magnetic shield up during library rewind. 

SHIFT + BACK or SHIFT + FORWARD is library wind which is good for getting the reel back 

into a smooth, even tape pack for storage. Tapes are usually stored ‘tail out’ to help limit the 

effect of ‘print through’. Best practice is to wind through tapes 3 times (if condition allows) 

before digitisation. 

[For more on print though: https://www.musiikkiarkisto.fi/audio/audio14.html ] 
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3.1.5 Setting the correct Tape Speed and Equalisation Curve

• Set the tape speed setting at 7.5 ips - listen to the recording to check if this is the 

correct playback speed. You need to press SHIFT first to change speed.

• If the recording sounds too fast try 3.75 ips, or if the recording sounds too slow try 15 

ips. You shouldn’t need to use the varispeed option (which you press shift to engage).

• Set the EQ to CCIR. 

CCIR is the European Standard for equalistion with NAB the same but for the 

Americas. Unless you are playing/digitising audio recordings from outside of Europe 

the EQ will nearly always be CCIR. 
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3.1.6 Adjusting the Azimuth

The azimuth is the angle that tape head recorded the original audio signal onto the original 

audio carrier, in this case open reel tape. To digitise the full range of frequencies from the 

original recording we need to manually match up the azimuth angle each time so that it matches 

the true vertical alignment of the tape path. Sometime the azimuth can change throughout the 

recording so we must digitise versions at more than one setting. Bear in mind that when you 

reach the end of the tape the azimuth drifts as the pressure on the tape becomes more loose. 

• Listen to the audio in the monitor headphones (paying careful attention that left 

and right channels are on the appropriate ears).

• Adjust the Studer’s azimuth modification whilst you listen:

[Note: Be careful not to turn the modification dial too much (all the way round) as it will 

lose its thread.] 

• This process is a bit like focusing a camera lens, adjust and refine the position 

listening for when you can hear most of the recording and the higher frequencies like 

clear speech, sibilance and hiss. The sound will ‘roll off’ from the top end frequencies 

when adjusted to either side of this point and you will hear a muddier sound where 

the high frequencies are lost.
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To support this decision use visual scopes in Wavelab

• In Wavelab set your scopes to analyse Audio Input using the ANALYSIS tab menu:

• Set up your scopes on Wavelab Pro to show in one full monitor the Spectrometer 

(pictured below in the top half of the monitor) and Phasecope (in the bottom half):

The Phasescopes above show 4 live images, from left to right the two Denon cassette 

tapes decks on lines 1 & 2 and 3 & 4 and the two Studers on lines 5 & 6 and 7 & 8. 

When you make the adjustment on a stereo recording you will see (left image) what looks like 

wide fuzzy waves around the central vertical line when the azimuth is out of alignment and you 

are not hearing the higher frequencies (ie. muddy sound).  

The right image shows a narrower pattern moving as close to a central line as possible. This is 

where the azimuth is set as best as possible. 
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Image on the left is a stereo signal with the azimuth out, and on the right with it correctly set 

This image below shows a perfect mono signal where there is the same audio information on both left 

and right sides. A correctly set azimuth on a stereo recording will never appear as neat a line as this: 

Listen to at least 3 points on the tape to make this judgement. Once we have the correct 

azimuth set up and the tape is rewound back to the start, we are then ready to digitise! 
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3.2. Digitisation - Recording Playback

Either open any wav file with Wavelab to see this controller pictured above, then press the 

record button at the bottom of Wavelab (highlighted yellow above) and the recording menu will 

appear. 

Or just press the shortcut which is the asterix * key (SHIFT + 8) 
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In the location box, choose or create a folder in which to save the recording (raw capture file). 

This should be on an internal drive (not a network or external drive) as any additional load on 

the processor could cause problems. 

When recording from 4 tape machines at the same time, it is advisable to use a naming method 

such as below with (1) being the tape set up in the top Denon tape deck on lines 1 & 2; (2) for 

the lower tape deck on lines 3 & 4; (3) for the Studer on lines 5 & 6; (4) for the Studer on lines 7 

& 8. 

(1)MANOH-01_s1_(2)MANOH-02_s1_(3)RMAN-01_(4)RMAN-02_.wav

Make sure all other non-Wavelab operations and software and shutdown including Chrome and 

any file explorer windows. Press record which makes the record menu red and the signal will 

start to be recorded.  

IMPORTANT:  Whilst we are using a Wavelab and Prism Sound set up, leave the PC 

workstation uninterrupted for this time, not even using the mouse.

Press play on the machines that have all been set up. 

When you have finished digitising press stop and the recording will stop.  

You will now have 4 files in your folder similar to this: 

(1)MANOH-01_(2)MANOH-02_(3)RMAN-01_(4)RMAN-02_-1.wav

(1)MANOH-01_(2)MANOH-02_(3)RMAN-01_(4)RMAN-02_-2.wav

(1)MANOH-01_(2)MANOH-02_(3)RMAN-01_(4)RMAN-02_-3.wav

(1)MANOH-01_(2)MANOH-02_(3)RMAN-01_(4)RMAN-02_-4.wav
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-1.wav is the recording of the signal from Denon cassette tape deck on lines 1 & 2.

-2.wav is the recording of the signal from Denon cassette tape deck on lines 3 & 4.

-3.wav is the recording of the signal from Studer on lines 5 & 6.

-4.wav is the recording of the signal from Studer on lines 7 & 8.

3.2.1 Verifile Checker

Close Wavelab and open Prism Sound Verifile Checker (icon with green tick on the toolbar). 

Drag and drop these 4 files into the checker and click the ‘Verify’ button.
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This software will automatically check for any drop outs where there was a break in the signal. 

The files may pass, fail or show red one the verify button as there is no available date to 

perform this check. 

If the files failed or have no data for the checks, it doesn’t mean that we need to abandon this 

digitisation pass. Instead we need to perform some additional checks in the next stage of 

digitisation. Keep the list of timecodes that Verifile Checker lists where there has been a fail and 

use this to look for specific timecodes where there are likely issues in the Spectrogram view as 

described in the next step. 

3.2.2 QC for dropouts

In Wavelab open the raw file that you are checking. 

Press ALT+N > click ‘Find current peak value’ > check this doesn’t read 0dB (if it does 
you have digital clipping and the item will likely require retransferring if this occurs 
during the recording).

Importantly you only need to redidigise if there is a drop in the recording where the signal is 

needed. For instance if the Prism Verifile checker picked up drop outs as the start of the tape 

before the recording truly starts then it isn’t an issue as this part of the file is not relevant. Check 

if this is the case by carrying out the following QC steps. 

Select the Spectrogram view at the bottom of the timeline (to the right of Waveform) 

Set the the Spectrogram preferences to those in the following image. You will only need to 

change this once and Wavelab with automatically remember this setting: 
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Zoom in and check through the file looking for any abrupt straight lines that signify a digital 

glitch. The band will appear as a straight vertical line through all frequencies. You may hear a 

click or a jump in the recording like a small portion of sound is missing. See the vertical line just 

to the right of the red cursor/playback line below. It travels across all the frequencies shown in 

the bright colours of the spectrogram: 

Here it is closer up: 
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Next to confirm if this is instead a digital glitch introduced during digitisation or an analogue gitch 

(like an edit) that was inherent in the source we need to switch back to the Waveform view. 

In the Waveform view, zoom in and look for any right angles in the sound wave stepping:  
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A pure analogue sound wave will have a natural curve and any blocking/stepping is an error that 

has been digitally introduced and therefore modified that sound wave. 
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3.2.3 QC for Azimuth

Spot check points in the recording, especially where you can see there have been changes for 

instance a difference song or performance. In the Analyse menu set the Phasecope monitor to 

Audio Playback: 

Looking at the Phasecope check whether the azimuth drifts too much at points in the recording  

Make a judgement if this was as accurate you could set the azimuth at the time or if you need to 

record another version of the recording with the azimuth at a different setting. 
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3.3 Editing & Saving Preservation Files

3.3.1 Editing

Once you have a file recording an accurate signal of the recording, in Wavelab open this raw file 

so that you can edit it. 

In the waveform on the bottom half of the screen click CTRL + ↓ DOWN ARROW and this will 

make the whole waveform for the length of the file fit the bottom of the screen. 

For creating preservation files the only intervention required is for ‘topping’ and ‘tailing ‘each file. 

No other adjustments should be made including correcting any errors or low amplitude 

Add min 1 second of silence to the start and end of the recording. 

Adding a ‘top’

To do this at the end (‘tail’), find the last part of the audio signal for the recording (this might be 

the end of a fade out). Click the playhaead/cursor at this point and drag a highlighted section of 

the waveform forwards (towards the end of the file) to highlight 1 sec of audio. Then click just to 

the right of this section (to deselect it) at this 1 sec ahead point.  
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Then click SHIFT + END which selects the area from the play backhead to the end of the file, 

then press DELETE. This removes the end of the file that is not needed and leaves 1 second of 

audio after the signal truly ends. Playback to test this and observe the timecode. 

Adding a ‘tail’

To do this at the start (‘head’), find the first part of the audio signal for the recording (this might 

be the start of a fade in). Click the cursor to move the playhead to this point and drag a 

highlighted section of the waveform backwards (towards the start of the file) to highlight 1 sec of 

audio. Then click just to the left of this section (to deselect it) at this 1 sec back point.  
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Then click SHIFT + HOME which selects the area from the play backhead to the start of the file, 

then press DELETE. This removes the start of the file that is not needed and leaves 1 second of 

audio before the sinal truly starts. Playback to test this and observe the timecode. 

[NOTE:  The Studers that we use at the HUB are fitted with 2 track heads. This means that they 

play 2 track tapes, which can consist of a stereo recording split over left and right channels or a 

mono recording on just one channel.  

Often there are two mono recordings on a 2-Track tape. This means there will be two different 

recordings on each side of the tape. When you listen to the playback in headphones, the left 

channel will sound forwards and the right channel will be a different recording playing 

backwards.  

When you digitise recording such as this separate each channel and save them as two 

individual recordings. The resulting individual recordings with be mono with one channel.] 

3.3.2 Adding metadata 

Add the name of who carried out the digitisation in the metadata menu under audio engineer. If 

saved as a default, this will automatically populate with the saved setting. Also add this format 

string to add the date each file is produced to the metadata: 
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Name of Engineer

@Date12@T@Time3@Z

3.3.3 Saving

The raw recording is already a 96kHz 24 bit WAV file. So you can simply ‘FILE’ > ‘SAVE AS’ 

and pick or create an appropriate folder within: 

G:\\UOSH PRESERVATION 

[Note: It is important that you use and do not alter this folder name as we use various 

batch scripts that mirror and backup the files to network storage.]

The is an example of our file naming protocol e.g. 

AP_RMAN-1092_s1_f01_v1.wav

AP = Archives Plus (Originator) 

RMAN-1092= Example of shelfmark with each element separated by a hyphen and number 

(replace this) 

_s1 = underscore side 1 (pad with a zero only if born digital). 

_f01= underscore file number 1 (padded with a zero always). 

_v1 = underscore version 1 

.wav = Audio Cassettes will be saved to a 96kHz, 24 bit wave file. 

This is last step complete as you have now produced a preservation file of the digitised 

recording!


